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Some factories are mainly assembly shops with the parts bought
from outside firms while other firms manufacture their com-
ponents. There is a plastics risk with the accompanying fire
and explosion hazards; also, the usual packing risk.
Since the industries are somewhat novel a large number of
conducted parties may be expected, and they may include young
students. It is necessary to know what precautions are taken
arid whether or not a disclaimer of liability is secured by means
of a signed card, although this is not of much value for minors.
(The risks associated with conducted parties apply to many
kinds of undertaking and the enquiries suggested should then
always be made.)
The customary basis of rating is the wages paid.
ENGINEERS
The work undertaken by engineers is so varied that it is
impracticable to deal in detail with the various types of risks
which may be offered to third party insurers. Contracts may
range from the erection of steel work for a new building, to
similar work for aerials for radio or television transmitting
stations, or they may take the form of the installation of safes,
heavy electrical plant, or other power units, such as dynamos,
turbines or converters.
Each proposal must be treated on its merits, according to the
extent to which members of the public, including the employees
of others, may come in contact with the work while it is in pro-
gress, and also according to the risks of damage to surrounding
Or adjoining property. Where heavy units, such as safes or
strongrooms, are installed, other than in specially-constructed
basements, the risk of damage to structures beneath needs in-
vestigation.
Further general principles to be observed in the underwriting
of engineering third party risks are outlined under the heading
of Bridge Construction (see p. 105), which is a general example.
FACTORIES
The risk with factories depends on the situation of the pre-
mises (e.g., neglect to repair buildings or walls may give rise
to accidents to passers-by) and on the number of persons who fre-
quent the premises. It is possible to have a proposal for a fac-
tory covering matiy acres of ground, for whiA the third party
risk may be far Iras than that for one very much smaller because
very lew persons may have occasion or be permitted to visit tike

